Abstract: Carbon emissions and environmental protection issues have become the pressure from the international community during the current transitional stage of China's energy transformation. China has set a macro carbon emission target, which will reduce carbon emissions per unit of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 40% in 2020 and 60-65% in 2030 than that in 2005. To achieve the emission reduction target, the industrial structure must be adjusted and upgraded. Furthermore, it must start from a high-pollution and high-emission industry. Therefore, it is of practical significance to construct a low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits of power generation enterprises to save energy and reduce emissions. In this paper, an intuitionistic fuzzy comprehensive analytic hierarchy process based on improved dynamic hesitation degree (D-IFAHP) and an improved extreme learning machine algorithm optimized by RBF kernel function (RELM) are proposed. Firstly, we construct the evaluation indicator system of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits of power generation enterprises. Moreover, during the non-dimensional processing, the evaluation index system is determined. Secondly, we apply the evaluation indicator system by an empirical analysis. It is proved that the D-IFAHP evaluation model proposed in this paper has higher accuracy performance. Finally, the RELM is applied to D-IFAHP to construct a combined evaluation model named D-IFAHP-RELM evaluation model. The D-IFAHP evaluation results are used as the input of the training sets of the RELM algorithm, which simplifies the comprehensive evaluation process and can be directly applied to similar projects.
Introduction

Motivation
By 2018, the standard coal consumption rate of China's 6000 kW and above thermal power units is 308 g/kWh, which is 1 g/kWh lower than that of 2017 [1] . The power generation industry has always been an important research indirection for energy conservation and emission reduction. According
1.
Putting forward a new concept of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits for power generation enterprises, which is different from the previous single-generation clean production evaluation of power generation enterprises, and the focus is more on green sustainability and market transactions.
2.
The study results can provide reference for the supervision departments of the low-carbon sustainability assessment to evaluate the low-carbon sustainability and green operation in China, and then promotes energy conservation in the power generation industry.
3.
Linking the clean production evaluation with sustainable profitability and promoting the indicator system to guide the transformation of power generation enterprises under the background of China's energy revolution.
Paper Innovation
In this paper, the main innovations are as follows.
(1) The traditional research on energy saving and emission reduction is mainly focused on the macro level, however, there are few studies on the enterprise level. Therefore, we construct an evaluation system about low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits for power generation enterprises.
(2) Traditional fuzzy theory can only describe the two states of "positive" and "negative". Intuitionistic fuzzy set theory is an extension of fuzzy theory. The intuitionistic fuzzy set proposed in this paper also considers the state of hesitation, describing fuzzy information and uncertainty. Moreover, the information is more flexible and practical.
(3) We improve the generalization ability of the evaluation model proposed in this paper. We input the evaluation result of intuitionistic fuzzy analytic hierarchy process optimized by dynamic hesitation degree (D-IFAHP) to the training set of an improved extreme learning machine algorithm optimized by RBF kernel function (RELM) algorithm to achieve further optimization. The results of RELM training can verify the effectiveness of the proposed evaluation method. At the same time, the application of RELM algorithm will greatly improve the evaluation accuracy and the speed.
Structure of the Article
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 conducts literature review; Section 3 establishes the evaluation index system of energy-saving and emission-reduction sustainable operation efficiency of power generation enterprises; Section 4 introduces the intuitionistic fuzzy analytic hierarchy process of dynamic hesitation optimization and the improved principle of extreme learning machine algorithm; Section 5 verifies the validity and applicability of the evaluation model proposed in this paper by example analysis; Section 6 summarizes the research results of the full text.
Literature Review
In recent years, researchers have conducted a large number of comprehensive evaluation studies on power generation companies, such as safety production [4] [5] [6] , competitiveness [7] [8] [9] , and investment and operation [10] [11] [12] . Based on the dimensions and direction of index construction in the research of these papers, we extract indicators related to the low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits of power generation enterprises. Lu [4] designed the index system from four aspects: management factors, personnel factors, environmental factors, and equipment factors. Shi et al. [5] used safety system engineering methods to measure the safety of power plants based on four aspects: personal safety, equipment safety, basic management, and on-site management. Li [6] used the three dimensions of safety production management, equipment safety, labor safety, and operating environment as the criterion layer of fuzzy analytic hierarchy process. Wei [7] considered the six criteria layers, namely the enterprise scale and its development capability, operational capability, unit power generation cost, market share, safety and reliability, and production efficiency. Li et al. [8] established an index system based on production cost, operational efficiency, auxiliary services, technical equipment, market share, and safety production. Zhang et al. [9] built an ideal evaluation framework and indicator system for comprehensive competitiveness of enterprises from two sources: external sources, internal sources. Liu [10] studied and analyzed the clean production evaluation methods and index system of thermal power industry. Ren et al. [11] used the data envelopment analysis (DEA) model to test the coordinated development efficiency and transformation trend of electric energy production and environment in China's thermal power industry. Jia et al. [12] compared main indicators of clean production in the thermal power industry and evaluated the company's clean production level in the thermal power industry and its successful clean production. Chen et al. [13] established a carbon emission calculation model adapted to different power dispatch modes and proposed to generate electricity annually. Shi [14] constructed a results-oriented quantitative power industry energy conservation and emission reduction performance evaluation index system. He et al. [15] designed a relationship diagram between energy-saving performance and emission reduction performance and a triangular diagram of coordination performance between energy-saving performance, emission-reduction performance, and economic benefit. Liu [16] applied the improved Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to establish a comprehensive evaluation model for energy saving and emission reduction effects of power grid enterprises. Zhu [17] combined qualitative indicators with quantitative indicators, and constructed indicators based on fuzzy analytic hierarchy process. Zhao [18] constructed the performance evaluation index system and evaluation model for energy saving and emission reduction and used fully arranged polygon graphic index method to conduct static evaluation research and dynamic evaluation research with systematic evidence.
The methods of comprehensive evaluation mainly include analytic hierarchy process, sequential relationship method, entropy weight method, fuzzy theory, matter element expansion method, and TOPSIS. In recent years, the fuzzy theory has been widely used in comprehensive evaluation in various fields [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Therefore, based on the validity of these studies, we attempt to introduce fuzzy theory into the evaluation of the low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits. Bai et al. [19] constructed Public-Private Partnership (PPP) project's sustainability risk factor system based on the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model (FCEM). The results showed that the model was reasonable for assessing the sustainability risk level of PPP projects. Li et al. [20] proposed a qualitative and quantitative comprehensive risk assessment method combining fuzzy mathematics and grey system theory to analyzed Chinese overseas refinery project. Zhao et al. [21] proposed an evaluation index system for assessing the performance of Strong Smart Grid (SSG) from the perspective of sustainable development. The fuzzy TOPSIS method and the random analytic hierarchy process (AHP) were used to solve the deviation. Wu et al. [25] used the triangular intuitionistic fuzzy number (TIFN) to establish a comprehensive electric vehicle charging selection (EVCS) decision framework for residential communities. An evaluation system was constructed from the perspective of economic, social, and environmental of residential communities. They used fuzzy VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (fuzzy-VIKOR) method to evaluate the comprehensive EVCS site of the residential community. The results of the study showed that the EVCS site of the Sijiqing community in Haidian District is the best site. Zhang [26] used interval intuitionistic fuzzy numbers (IVIFN) to represent the inaccurate evaluation of the best alternative to photovoltaic cells. Xu et al. [27] proposed a new method to check the consistency of intuitive preferences and optimized the fuzzy values and attributes of classical AHP and intuitionistic fuzzy AHP (IFAHP). The example proved that IFAHP can be used to deal with more complex problems. Gao et al [28] used IFAHP to evaluated the port competitiveness of Quanzhou Port and pointed out directions for the future development. Dai et al [29] applied fuzzy group ideal point method to evaluate the sustainable development of power grid enterprises, and the results showed that the proposed method have the best performance.
In summary, based on these literature studies, we believe that traditional intuitionistic fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (IFAHP) has certain limitations. Firstly, the AHP relies too much on the subjectivity of experts; secondly, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) cannot accurately express the abandonment or hesitation. Therefore, it is not suitable to deal with the problem of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation of power generation enterprises involving multiple different dimensions. Therefore, we propose an intuitionistic fuzzy comprehensive analytic hierarchy process based on improved dynamic hesitation degree (D-IFAHP) to achieve the effectiveness of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation of power generation enterprises.
With the advancement of intelligent algorithms, more and more simple artificial intelligence algorithms are applied in the field of comprehensive evaluation. The extreme learning machine (ELM) is essentially a single hidden layer neural network algorithm. ELM does not need to be adjusted during the execution, and only the weight of the hidden layer needs to be adjusted. Therefore, ELM has been widely used in recent years. Sun et al. [30] proposed a hybrid model based on principal component analysis (PCA) and regularized extreme learning machine, and made CO 2 emissions prediction in China. Sun et al. [31] used the particle swarm optimization algorithm to optimize the input weight and threshold of the extreme learning machine, which improved the accuracy of the prediction and the operation speed of the algorithm. Li et al. [32] used the kernel learning function to optimize the extreme learning machine algorithm. The influence factor obtained by the grey correlation degree were input into the prediction algorithm to realize the prediction of carbon emission in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. Guo et al. [33] proved that the RELM can improve its robustness and has more accurate prediction capabilities. Therefore, we also apply RELM intelligent algorithm to achieve the intelligent and generalization performance of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation of power generation enterprises.
Constructing an Evaluation Indicator System of Low-Carbon Sustainability and Green Operation Benefits of Power Generation Enterprises
Evaluation Indicator System Construction
In this paper, the evaluation indicator system construction includes the following steps: (1) Determine preliminary evaluation indicators According to many literature studies, four dimensions of economic development, operational production, resources and environmental protection, and green market trading were selected. Initially, 35 evaluation indicators including quantitative and qualitative were selected.
(2) Ensure final evaluation indicator In this study, the qualitative indicators were selected by the Delphi expert evaluation method, and many power system experts were invited. Each evaluation index was scored from 0 to 100 according to its importance. The higher the score, the higher the importance of the index. If the score of the indicator given by the expert i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5...) is lower than 50, the indicator will be abandoned. The indicators that are not important to evaluation of the low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefit evaluation index system for the power generation enterprise will be abandoned.
(3) Establish final evaluation indicator system According to the expert assessment, the scores of some indicators are lower than the given value, and they are abandoned. All indicators and their scores are shown in Table A1 of Appendix A. Finally, an evaluation indicator system is established, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 . Low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation index system of power generation enterprises.
Indicator Description
Economic Development
Indicator Description
Economic Development
As a core dimension of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation, high-quality management capabilities can provide strong support for power generation enterprises' low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits. Therefore, in the process of selecting indicators, we mainly select financial management indicators that are closely related to the daily operation of power generation companies. The specific explanation is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Economic development indicators.
Indicator Description
Total debt ratio (A1) The ability to use creditors to provide funds for business activities
Liquidity ratio (A2) The ability to repay short-term debt
Total assets turnover ratio (A3) Net income/Average total assets
Return on assets (A4) Net profit per unit of assets Industry low carbon economy growth contribution rate (A5)
The output value of the cleaning unit/Total output value of the industry Carbon tax rate (A6) Carbon tax cost/Total tax
Operational Production
The operational production indicators are an important part of the low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation, covering the most-level three-level indicators, and extracting evaluation indicators from the daily operations of power generation companies. The indicators are explained in Table 2 . Table 2 . Operational production indicators.
Indicator Description
Proportion of non-fossil energy power generation ( 
Resources and Environmental Protection
Resources and environmental protection focus on the ability of power generation companies in terms of green operating income. The indicators are explained in Table 3 . Along with the development of green market trading, the activeness of power generation enterprises in China's green trading market, such as the carbon emissions trading market and the green certificate market, can effectively reflect the operational efficiency of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits. The specific explanation is shown in Table 4 . 
Methodology
We apply the intuitionistic fuzzy analytic hierarchy process optimized by dynamic hesitation degree (D-IFAHP) and RELM to comprehensively evaluate the low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits of power generation enterprises.
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process Optimized by Dynamic Hesitation Degree (D-IFAHP)
Bulgarian scholar Atanassov et al. [22] proposed the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy sets and basic arithmetic rules, based on the theory, we propose the intuitionistic fuzzy analytic hierarchy process optimized by dynamic hesitation degree (D-IFAHP).
Definition 1.
A is Intuitionistic fuzzy number, µ A (x) and v A (x) are respectively the membership and non-affiliation of element x in X that is a non-empty set.
And they meet the conditions as follows.
is the degree of hesitation.
are all intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, and the calculation rules are as follows.
Then, the steps of the intuitionistic fuzzy analytic hierarchy process are as follows.
Step 1: Constructing an intuitionistic fuzzy judgment matrix.
In the formula, i and j represent the rows and columns of the intuitionistic fuzzy judgment matrix.
Step 2: Calculating the final score and ensure the scale. In order to quantify the importance of indicators, we apply the intuitionistic fuzzy scale [24] to describe it, which has been shown in Table 5 . Table 5 . Intuitionistic fuzzy scale of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits of power generation enterprises.
Meaning Scale
i is exceedingly superior to j Step 3: Checking consistency. The distance consistency test of the intuitionistic fuzzy judgment matrix is as follows,
(1) when j > i, let r ij = µ ij , v ij , 
Step 4: Correcting the consistency. Changing the intuitionistic fuzzy consistency judgment matrix by adjusting different iterative parameters until it finally passes the consistency test. The parameter range is iterating at 0.01 from 0.
Step 5: Bringing the corrected result into the Formula (11) for consistency check until it finally passes the test.
Step 6: Calculating the indicator weight,
Step 7: Obtaining the dynamic hesitation degree. In order to improve the adaptability, a penalty mechanism is proposed in the paper to adjust the hesitation degree.
In the formula, N π is the total number of indicators, n π is the performance of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits.
Step 8: Evaluating low-carbon sustainability and green operation of power generation enterprises,
The weight of the second-level indicators and the final weight are as follows,
Step 9: After completing the above calculation steps, the final comprehensive evaluation is carried out, which is as follows,
In the formula, πω is the hesitation degree and µω is the membership of the weighted calculation. We divide the low-carbon sustainability and green operation efficiency grades of power generation enterprises into I, II, III, IV, V, which is as shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits rating of power generation enterprises. 
Evaluation
Extreme Learning Machine Algorithm Optimized by RBF Kernel Function
Extreme learning machine is a new single hidden layer feed-forward neural network algorithm invented by Huang [34] which has the advantages of high speed. It has the advantages of high learning efficiency and strong fitting ability [33] . The topological structure of the extreme learning machine is shown in Figure 2 .
Low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits rating of power generation es. [34] which has the advantages of high speed. It has the advantages of iency and strong fitting ability [33] . The topological structure of the extreme lea own in Figure 2 . ration of the extreme learning machine is as follows, The operation of the extreme learning machine is as follows, For a single hidden layer neural network, assuming there are N arbitrary samples (X i , T i ), where
Evaluation
T ∈ R m . X i is factor samples set and T i is target set.
A neural network with hidden layers h(x) can be expressed as [35] ,
In the formula, f (x) is the activation function,
T is input weight, γ i is output weight, and b i is the offset of the hidden layer unit.
Because the single hidden layer map h(x) in extreme learning machine algorithm has the same effect as the RBF kernel function K x i , x j , we replace the single hidden layer map h(x) by K x i , x j . Kernel matrix Ω ELM is defined according to the Mercer condition,
According to the standard optimization principle, the original objective function can be expressed as,
In the formula, C is a regular coefficient and ξ i is a training error. According to the KKT theory (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions), the original objective function can be transformed into,
In the formula, η i is the Lagrange operator, ψ(x i ) is original objective function. The output of the RELM algorithm is,
In the formula,
The Flow Chart of Evaluation Process
In summary, the overall process consists of three modules, which includes an evaluation indicator system module, an intuitionistic fuzzy comprehensive analytic hierarchy process based on improved dynamic hesitation degree (D-IFAHP) module and the RELM module. The overall flow chart is shown in Figure 3: 
In summary, the overall process consists of three modules, which includes an evaluation indicator system module, an intuitionistic fuzzy comprehensive analytic hierarchy process based on improved dynamic hesitation degree (D-IFAHP) module and the RELM module. The overall flow chart is shown in Figure 3 : 
Case Study and Discussion
We select five power generation enterprises ( 1 -5 ) in East China, North China, and South China and sort them by D-IFAHP. Then, we compare ranking results with other evaluation methods. Finally, we input the results of D-IFAHP to the training set of RELM algorithm to realize the evaluation process more intelligent.
Analysis of Low-Carbon Sustainability and Green Operation Benefits Based on D-IFAHP
Qualitative indicators are converted into quantitative indicators by using expert scoring. We invite several experts to score 0-100 and use the average as the final score of the indicator. We display analysis details of enterprise 1 as follows.
According to the initial data of enterprise 1 and the scores of experts, the intuitionistic fuzzy judgment matrix of enterprise 1 is calculated. By arithmetically averaging the index preference relations given by experts, the intuition fuzzy preference relationship of both first and second level indicators are finally obtained. Some details are as shown in Tables 7 and 8, other details are shown in  Tables A2 and A3 According to Formulas (9)- (17), the consistency judgment matrix of enterprise 1 can be obtained: 
Calculate the distance between R 1 and R 1 to get d R 1 , R 1 = 0.2038 > 0.1, which is faili ω 1 ω 2 ng the consistency test. It need further set the parameters to adjust distance. Let σ = 0.45 and use (18)- (24) to adjust the distance, so we get: 
After calculation, d R 1 , R 1 = 0.0824 < 0.1. So, the matrix R 1 passes the consistency test. Then R 1 is substituted into (19) to calculate the first-level indicator weight:
Similarly, based on the each-level indicator weight, the total weight of each indicator. The total weight of the enterprise 1 can be obtained in Table 9 . After collecting enterprise 1 total weight information for fuzzy information, we substitute it to (24), and get: Substituting the above aggregated results into (25) , the final evaluation results are shown in Table 10 . 
Comparative Analysis of Low-Carbon Sustainability and Green Operation Benefits Based on D-IFAHP, IFAHP, and FAHP
In order to further verify the proposed D-IFAHP has better performance in flexibility and practicability, we apply the same data input to the traditional IFAHP method and the FAHP method; all evaluation results are shown in Table 11 and Figure 4 : 
Low-Carbon Sustainability and Green Operation Benefits of Power Generation Enterprises Based on D-IFAHP-RELM Evaluation Model
Based on the D-IFAHP evaluation result, we used sample data of the five power generation enterprises as the input data of RELM model. The parameters of RELM evaluation model are shown in Table 12 : 
Based on the D-IFAHP evaluation result, we used sample data of the five power generation enterprises as the input data of RELM model. The parameters of RELM evaluation model are shown in Table 12 : Table 12 . Improved extreme learning machine algorithm optimized by RBF kernel function (RELM) model parameter set.
Parameter Value
Regularization coefficient C 0.5 RBF kernel parameter [0.15, 0.25] Number of nodes in hidden layer 2 10 In order to compare the rationality and superiority, we compared the assessment results of artificial neural network (ANN), ELM, and RELM, training results of different evaluation models are shown in Figure 5 . In order to compare the rationality and superiority, we compared the assessment results of artificial neural network (ANN), ELM, and RELM, training results of different evaluation models are shown in Figure 5 . The relative error of ANN, ELM, and RELM models are shown in Table 13 . 
Discussions
Based on the case study comparison, some discussion results can be obtained: (1) Table 11 and Figure 4 show that the evaluation results of the FAHP and IFAHP methods cannot clearly show difference between the indicators of the sustainable operation efficiency of energy-saving and emission reduction of power generation enterprises. Compared with the D-IFAHP and IFAHP methods, the resolution of D-IFAHP is higher. Therefore, D-IFAHP can better reflect the difference in the sustainable operational benefits of energy conservation and emission reduction of five power generation enterprises.
(2) From Figure 5 and Table 13 , we can conclude that average relative error of the RELM evaluation model is the smallest, so the test results of which are more accurate. Therefore, it can be used in low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits of power generation enterprises.
(3) If the sample data is small, we can directly use the D-IFAHP evaluation model proposed in the paper for evaluation. However, when the evaluation sample increases, continuing to use D-IFAHP will increase the difficulty and time cost of the calculation. The D-IFAHP-RELM evaluation model proposed in this paper can solve this problem. Firstly, some samples are evaluated by D-IFAHP, and this part of the sample is used as the input of RELM model of training sets. After obtaining the optimal parameters of the model, the RELM model is used to complete the evaluation procedure of the remaining samples, which can avoid complex calculation processes. The relative error of ANN, ELM, and RELM models are shown in Table 13 . 
(3) If the sample data is small, we can directly use the D-IFAHP evaluation model proposed in the paper for evaluation. However, when the evaluation sample increases, continuing to use D-IFAHP will increase the difficulty and time cost of the calculation. The D-IFAHP-RELM evaluation model proposed in this paper can solve this problem. Firstly, some samples are evaluated by D-IFAHP, and this part of the sample is used as the input of RELM model of training sets. After obtaining the optimal parameters of the model, the RELM model is used to complete the evaluation procedure of the remaining samples, which can avoid complex calculation processes.
Conclusions
In order to evaluate the low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits of power generation enterprises, we chose 26 indicators from economic development, operational production, resources and environmental protection, and green market trading based on the extensive literature research. Through the dynamic hesitancy degree improved intuitionistic fuzzy AHP method (D-IFAHP), we improved the traditional intuitionistic fuzzy AHP method by the rationality of objectivity. Then, the RELM intelligent algorithm is applied to avoid complex calculation processes.
Main results of this paper are as follows:
(1) The shortcomings of the traditional IFAHP and FAHP are proved, which is lack of objectivity. Therefore, decision makers cannot express abstention or hesitancy. Based on the IFAHP, a new parameter (nonmembership function) is added and then a new fuzzy set is formed, which has stronger flexibility. Empirical analysis proves the accuracy of low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation of D-IFAHP.
(2) RELM intelligent algorithm can improve the accuracy and speed of traditional ELM algorithm. The evaluation results based on D-IFAHP can quickly be applied as input of RELM model, which can simplify the calculation process of large amount of sample data and reduce the time cost.
(3) D-IFAHP-RELM model is suitable for low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits for power generation enterprises. The application of RELM algorithm will greatly improve the speed of evaluation. As long as the index value of the company is used as the input of the RELM algorithm, the evaluation grades and results of each company can be obtained quickly. Therefore, the low-carbon sustainability and green operation benefits evaluation system proposed in this paper has effective operation and heterogeneity and practical performance, which can effectively improve the sustainable profit of power companies and ultimately realize China's energy transformation. 
Appendix A
